Prevention Education in Action: Voices Against Violence

Co-hosted by the World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts (WAGGGS) and the German Mission

Featuring:
- Lakshmi Puri, Deputy Executive Director of UN Women
- Thomas Schieb, Political Coordinator Permanent Mission of Germany to the United Nation
- Veronica Shiroya, a WAGGGS Youth Delegate from Kenya

UN Conference Building, Room CR-A
1:15pm – 2:30pm, March 21st

In November 2015 the UN launched its’ new joint framework on the prevention of violence against women. WAGGGS’ and UN Women’s Voices against Violence curriculum is a unique prevention tool that uses non-formal education to challenge gender stereotypes and say no to violence. This event will show how the curriculum fits into this wider framework and encourage Member States to support this transformative initiative.

RSVP to: amy.quinn-graham@wagggs.org. Places are limited so be sure to register quickly!